STATEMENT OF UNDERGROUND RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION CONTRIBUTION

Pursuant to General Information Section 5.C, the following charges are applicable for lines required to provide electric service to a residential subdivision:

Contribution by Applicant

Overhead Supply Lines $61.47 per foot
Underground Supply Lines 19.57 per trench foot
Underground Distribution Lines 28.08 per trench foot
Underground Service Lines 26.56 per trench foot

Trenching Credit

A non-residing applicant for underground service to a residential subdivision has the option to do his own trenching, or have it done, and receive the following credit per trench foot, as applicable, through either a refund or reduction to the applicant’s share of the line:

Electric Service Only $12.09 per trench foot
Electric and Gas Service in Common Trench 17.83 per trench foot

Incremental Three-Phase Charge

The incremental charge for three-phase line, as applicable, shall be $6.34 per trench foot.

In addition to this incremental charge for three-phase line, the applicant will be charged the incremental amount for any appurtenant facilities. (Applied to all incremental three-phase appurtenances when an applicant requests three-phase service.)
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